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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Patients with MR imaging-negative epilepsy could have subtle FCD. Our
aim was to determine if structural changes could be identified by using DTI in children with intractable
epilepsy, from MR imaging-visible FCD and MR imaging-negative localization-related epilepsy, that
were concordant with the epileptogenic zone as defined by using the MEG dipole cluster.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Eight children with MR imaging-visible FCD and 16 with MR imaging-
negative epilepsy underwent DTI and MEG. Twenty-six age-matched healthy children underwent DTI.
Analysis was performed on controls across individual patients. Agreement between the location of DTI
abnormalities and FCD and MEG dipole clusters was assessed.

RESULTS: In patients with MR imaging-visible FCD, abnormal FA, MD, �1, �2, and �3 were lobar
concordant with the MEG dipole cluster in 4/8 (50.0%), 5/8 (62.5%), 3/8 (37.5%), 6/8 (75.0%), and 5/8
(62.5%), respectively. In patients with MR imaging-visible FCD, abnormal FA, MD, �1, �2, and �3

overlapped the x-, y-, and z-axes of the MEG dipole cluster in 1/8 (12.5%), 4/8 (50%), 4/8 (50%), 6/8
(75%), and 4/8 (50%), respectively, and with FCD in 1/8 (12.5%), 3/8 (37.5%), 0/8 (0%), 3/8 (37.5%),
and 1/8 (12.5%), respectively. In patients with MR imaging-negative epilepsy, abnormal FA, MD, �1, �2,
and �3 were lobar-concordant with the MEG dipole cluster in 11/16 (68.8%), 11/16 (68.8%), 8/16
(50.0%), 10/16 (62.5%), and 10/16 (62.5%), respectively, and overlapped the x-, y-, and z-axes of the
MEG dipole cluster in 9/16 (56.3%), 10/16 (62.5%), 8/16 (50%), 8/16 (50%), and 8/16 (50%), respec-
tively. There was no significant difference between abnormal DTI lobar concordance with the MEG
dipole cluster in patients with MR imaging-visible FCD and MR imaging-negative epilepsy.

CONCLUSIONS: White matter changes can be detected with DTI in children with MR imaging-visible
FCD and MR imaging-negative epilepsy, which were concordant with the epileptogenic zone in more
than half of the patients.

ABBREVIATIONS: EEG � electroencephalography; FA � fractional anisotropy; FCD � focal cortical
dysplasia; FLE � frontal lobe epilepsy; FMRIB � Functional MR Imaging of the Brain Library; �1, �2,
and �3 � eigenvalues; MD � mean diffusivity; MEG � magnetoencephalography; MNI � Montreal
Neurological Institute; SPM � statistical parametric mapping; TBSS � tract-based spatial statistics;
TLE � temporal lobe epilepsy; VBM � voxel-based morphometry

Approximately 30%– 40% of those with focal seizures are
medically resistant.1-3 In a selected subpopulation of these

children, surgical treatment may be the only option to achieve
a seizure-free outcome.4-6 A lesion can be detected with MR
imaging in 30%– 85% of patients with refractory localization-
related epilepsy.7,8 Some of the patients with MR imaging-
negative localization-related epilepsy have subtle FCD that is
not readily identifiable on routine MR imaging. Up to 72% of
patients with MR imaging-negative epilepsy who had surgery
were found to have FCD, and others have nonspecific findings
such as gliosis on histopathology.9-13 Identification of an
anatomic abnormality has important therapeutic and prog-
nostic implications, with considerably better outcomes in

patients with an identifiable lesion than in those with MR im-
aging-negative localization-related epilepsy.14 Therefore, al-
ternative imaging techniques are required to improve detec-
tion of subtle structural changes.

The white matter adjacent to FCD frequently disclosed
subtle abnormalities, such as gliosis, gray matter heterotopia
with abnormal neurons, and abnormal myelination on histol-
ogy.15-18 DTI is a sensitive tool to identify microstructural
changes in the white matter. Three studies addressed the use of
DTI in MR imaging-negative localization-related epilepsy by
using voxel-based SPM19 in adult patients, and the results
were variable.20-22 Abnormal MD has been found in 26.7%–
86.7%, and abnormal FA has been identified in 6.7%– 42.9%
of patients with MR imaging-negative epilepsy.20-22

There are currently no data on DTI in children with MR
imaging-negative localization-related epilepsy. Chronic re-
current seizures could result in white matter injury.23 Given
the shorter duration of epilepsy in children compared with
adults, it is not known whether white matter changes can be
identified by using DTI in the pediatric population with MR
imaging-negative localization-related epilepsy. Our aim was
to determine if structural changes could be identified by using
DTI in children with intractable localization-related epilepsy
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from MR imaging-visible FCD and MR imaging-negative ep-
ilepsy that were concordant with the epileptogenic zone, as
defined by using the MEG dipole cluster.

Materials and Methods
This study was approved by the institutional research ethics board.

Subjects
Twenty-four consecutive patients with MR imaging-visible FCD or

MR imaging-negative localization-related epilepsy, consisting of 16

females and 8 males, mean age of 12.0 years (range, 5.1–18.5 years),

who were being evaluated for epilepsy surgery were recruited. Clinical

data, including age at seizure onset, mean duration of epilepsy, inva-

sive intracranial monitoring, and surgical outcomes, are reported in

On-line Table 1. All patients had localization-related epilepsy as de-

termined by ictal video EEG and MEG. Eight children had MR imag-

ing-visible FCD, and 16 children had MR imaging-negative localiza-

tion-related epilepsy. Twenty-six age-matched healthy controls, 12

females and 14 males, without neurologic or psychiatric disorders and

normal MR imaging findings, were included. Healthy controls were

recruited through posters and Web-based publications requesting

healthy children to volunteer for a research study at the Hospital for

Sick Children. The mean age of the controls was 11.5 years (range,

5.1–18 years).

MR Imaging and DTI
MR imaging and DTI were performed on a 3T scanner (Achieva,

Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) by using an 8-channel

phased array head coil in patients and controls. Anatomic imaging

consisted of axial and coronal FLAIR (TR/TE � 1000/140 ms, section

thickness � 3 mm, FOV � 22 cm, matrix � 316 � 290), T2 and

proton-density (TR/TE � 4200/80/40 ms, section thickness � 3 mm,

FOV � 22 cm, matrix � 400 � 272), and sagittal 3D T1 (TR/TE �

4.9/2.3 ms, section thickness � 1 mm, FOV � 22 cm, matrix � 220 �

220). DTI was acquired by using single-shot diffusion-weighted echo-

planar imaging, b � 1000 s/mm2 and 15 noncollinear directions

(TR/TE � 10 000/60 ms, section thickness � 2 mm, FOV � 22 cm,

matrix � 112 � 112, NEX � 2, sensitivity-encoding factor � 2).

DTI Image Analysis
Image analysis was performed on a group of controls across individ-

ual patients. Images were processed off-line by using FSL (FMRIB

Centre, University of Oxford, Oxford United Kingdom; www.fmrib.

ox.ac.uk/fsl). Correction for eddy-current induced distortions was

performed.24 Subsequently, the diffusion tensor was calculated,25 and

FA, MD, and eigenvalue (�1, �2, and �3) maps were generated by

using DTIFit in FSL. Voxelwise statistical analysis of FA data was

performed by using TBSS implemented in FSL.26

FA images were preprocessed and brain-extracted by using the

Brain Extraction Tool.26,27 One representative control, 11 years of

age, was selected and linearly registered to the MNI152 template by

using the linear image-registration tool routine of FMRIB. All FA

images were linearly registered to the representative case, followed by

nonlinear registration by using the nonlinear image registration tool

of FMRIB. The transformed FA images were then averaged to create a

mean FA image, which was then thinned so that the FA skeleton

represented the center of all tracts common to the group. This was

thresholded to FA �0.20 to include the major white matter pathways

but exclude peripheral tracts where there was significant intersubject

variability and/or partial volume effects with gray matter. Each sub-

ject’s aligned FA data were then projected onto the skeleton. Voxel-

wise differences in projected FA between each patient and all the

controls were tested by using a randomization procedure with 500

permutations with the threshold-free cluster enhancement option to

avoid the initial cluster-forming threshold. This tool used a permuta-

tion-based statistical inference that did not rely on the Gaussian

model28 and was suited for nonstandard statistics or when the noise

distribution was unknown. The resulting statistical maps were super-

imposed on the FA image. All the processing performed for FA was

used to analyze MD and the 3 eigenvalues. Subsequently voxelwise

statistical analysis was performed, and the resulting statistical maps

were superimposed on MD and eigenvalue images.

MEG
MEG was performed in patients by using a whole-head Omega 151-

channel gradiometer system (VSM MedTech, Port Coquitalam, Brit-

ish Columbia, Canada). MEG acquisition and analysis have previ-

ously been described.29 MEG spike sources were classified into 2

groups30: A cluster was defined as a group of �6 spike sources with

�1 cm between adjacent sources; scatters consisted of groups of ei-

ther �6 spike sources, regardless of the distance between the spike

sources, or groups of spike sources with �1 cm between each spike

source, regardless of the number of spike sources in the group. MEG

dipole clusters have previously been shown to correspond to the epi-

leptogenic zone.31

MEG dipoles that had been coregistered to volumetric T1 imaging

were linearly and nonlinearly registered to the MNI152 T1 template.

The resulting FA, MD, and eigenvalue statistical maps were then over-

laid onto the registered MEG images and visually assessed by 2 pedi-

atric neuroradiologists independently. The findings were categorized

as lobar-concordant if �50% of the DTI abnormality was located in

the same lobe as the MEG dipole cluster, irrespective of whether there

were unilateral or bilateral DTI changes. They were nonconcordant if

�50% of the DTI abnormality was located in different lobes of the

same hemisphere or in the hemisphere contralateral to the MEG di-

pole cluster or was of equal distribution in both hemispheres; they

were negative if there was no DTI abnormality detected. The maxi-

mum transverse, anteroposterior, and craniocaudal margins of the

MR imaging-visible abnormality; the MEG dipole cluster; and abnor-

mal FA, MD, �1, �2, and �3 were defined on the x-, y-, and z-axes of

MNI coordinates in those with MR imaging-visible FCD and MR

imaging-negative epilepsy. If several areas of abnormal DTI were

present, these areas were considered as 1 conglomerate area and the

x-, y-, and z-axes distributions of the abnormal DTI were defined as

the largest transverse, anteroposterior, and craniocaudal extent of the

abnormal conglomerate area. Agreement among MR imaging-visible

FCD, the MEG dipole cluster, and abnormal DTI was defined as over-

lap in all 3 x-, y-, and z-axes. DTI lobar concordance with the MEG

dipole cluster was compared between those with MR imaging-visible

FCD and MR imaging-negative epilepsy by using the �2 test in the

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, Version 15 (SPSS, Chicago,

Illinois).

Results

Invasive Monitoring and Surgery
Eleven patients (5 with MR imaging-visible FCD and 6 with
MR imaging-negative localization-related epilepsy) under-
went invasive monitoring; video EEG and MEG dipole clusters
in these patients were concordant with an invasive monitor-
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ing-defined epileptogenic zone. Nine patients underwent sur-
gical resection, and 2 did not proceed to resection because the
epileptogenic zone involved the motor cortex (On-line Table
1). Two patients had anterior temporal lobe resection without
invasive monitoring because the MR imaging-visible FCD,
video EEG, and MEG dipole cluster were concordant and lo-
calized to the left temporal lobe.

Patients with MR Imaging-Visible FCD
There was no interobserver variability with respect to lobar
concordance of DTI abnormalities, MR imaging-visible FCD,
and MEG dipole cluster.

Abnormal FA was identified in 8/8 (100%) and was lobar-
concordant to the MEG dipole cluster in 4/8 (50%) (Fig 1).
The x-, y-, and z-axes distributions of the FCD, MEG dipole
cluster, and abnormal FA are shown in On-line Table 2. One
(12.5%) case showed overlap between the distributions of FA
abnormality and the MEG dipole cluster, and 1/8 (12.5%)
showed overlap between FA abnormality and MR imaging-
visible FCD in all 3 x-, y-, and z-axes.

Abnormal MD was identified in 7/8 (87.5%) and was lo-

bar-concordant to the MEG dipole cluster in 5/8 (62.5%), lo-
bar discordant to the MEG dipole cluster in 2/8 (25.0%), and
negative in 1/8 (12.5%). Four (50%) cases showed overlap
between the distributions of the MD abnormality and the
MEG dipole cluster in all 3 x-, y-, and z-axes, and 3/8 (37.5%)
showed overlap between the distributions of MD abnormality
and MR imaging-visible FCD in all 3 axes.

All 8 cases demonstrated abnormalities in all 3 eigenvalues.
Lobar concordance to the MEG dipole cluster was present in
3/8 (37.5%) with �1 abnormality, 6/8 (75%) with �2 abnor-
mality, and 5/8 (62.5%) with �3 abnormality. Four (50%)
cases showed overlap between the distribution of the �1 ab-
normality and the MEG dipole cluster, and none of the cases
demonstrated overlap between the �1 abnormality and MR
imaging-visible FCD in all 3 x-, y-, and z-axes. Six (75%) cases
showed overlap between the distribution of the �2 abnormal-
ity with the MEG dipole cluster, and 3/8 (37.5%) cases dem-
onstrated overlap between the �2 abnormality and the MR
imaging-visible FCD in all 3 x-, y-, and z-axes. In 4/8 (50%)
cases, there was overlap between the distribution of the �3

abnormality and the MEG dipole cluster, and 1/8 (12.5%) had

Fig 1. Case 19. A, Axial volumetric T1-weighted image demonstrates thickening of the cortex in the left frontal gyrus (arrow ), associated with blurring of gray-white matter, in keeping
with FCD. Regions with abnormal FA (B ), MD (C ), �1 (D ), �2 (E ), and �3 (orange areas) (F ) and MEG dipoles (white) are overlaid onto volumetric T1-weighted image. The MEG dipole
cluster, corresponding to the epileptogenic zone, is localized to the left frontal lobe and a few scattered dipoles in the right frontal lobe. There is lobar concordance of abnormal FA, MD,
and eigenvalues with the MEG dipole cluster. There are bilateral abnormal �2s, most of which are localized to the left frontal lobe. There is also overlap among the x-, y-, and z-axes
distributions of abnormal FA, MD, and 3 eigenvalues with the MEG dipole cluster.
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overlap between �3 abnormality and MR imaging-visible FCD
in all 3 x-, y-, and z-axes.

MR Imaging-Negative Localization-Related Epilepsy
There was no interobserver variability with respect to the lobar
concordance of DTI abnormalities and the MEG dipole
cluster.

Abnormal FA was identified in 16/16 (100%) and was lo-
bar-concordant to the MEG dipole cluster in 11/16 (68.8%)
(Fig 2). There was no significant difference in lobar congru-
ence of the abnormal FA and the MEG dipole cluster in those
with MR imaging-visible FCD and MR imaging-negative lo-
calization-related epilepsy (�2 � 0.80, P � .37). In 9/16
(56.3%), there was overlap between the FA abnormality and
the MEG dipole cluster in all 3 x-, y-, and z-axes (Fig 2 and
On-line Table 3).

Abnormal MD was identified in 15/16 (93.8%) and was
lobar-concordant to the MEG dipole cluster in 11/16 (68.8%),
lobar-discordant to the MEG dipole cluster in 4/16 (25%), and
negative in 1/16 (6.3%). There was no significant difference in
lobar congruence of abnormal MD and the MEG dipole clus-
ter in those with MR imaging-visible FCD and MR imaging-
negative localization-related epilepsy (�2 � 0.09, P � .76). In

10/16 (62.5%), there was overlap between the MD abnormal-
ity and the MEG dipole cluster in all 3 x-, y-, and z-axes.

All 16/16 (100%) cases demonstrated abnormalities in all 3
eigenvalues. Lobar concordance with the MEG dipole cluster
was present in 8/16 (50.0%) with �1 abnormality and in 10/16
(62.5%) with �2 and �3 abnormalities. There were no signifi-
cant differences in lobar concordance of abnormal �1, �2, and
�3 and the MEG dipole cluster in MR imaging-visible FCD and
MR imaging-negative localization-related epilepsy (�2 � 0.34,
P � .56; �2 � 0.38, P � .54; �2 � 0.00, P � 1.00 respectively).
There were overlaps between �1, �2, and �3 abnormalities
with the MEG dipole cluster in all 3 x-, y-, and z-axes in 8/16
(50%) MR imaging-negative localization-related epilepsy
cases for all 3 eigenvalues.

Discussion
Previously, a region-of-interest approach has been used to
evaluate the subcortical white matter of malformations of cor-
tical development32 and FCD33 in children with epilepsy. The
region-of-interest approach is restricted to predefined regions
and requires a priori definition of the spatial location of FCD.
To overcome the limitations of the region-of-interest ap-
proach and allow the whole brain to be studied, voxel-based

Fig 2. A child with MR imaging-negative epilepsy localized to the left frontal lobe (case 17). Regions with abnormal FA (A ), MD (B ), �1 (C ), �2 (D ), and �3 (orange areas) (E ) and MEG
dipoles (white) are overlaid onto a volumetric T1-weighted image. The MEG dipole cluster, corresponding to the epileptogenic zone, is localized to the left frontal lobe and a few scattered
dipoles in the right frontal lobe. There is lobar concordance of abnormal FA, MD, and eigenvalues with the MEG dipole cluster. There is also overlap between the x-, y-, and z-axes
distributions of abnormal FA, MD, and 3 eigenvalues with the MEG dipole cluster.
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techniques have been developed. The most commonly used
voxel-based technique is SPM,19 which has its limitations.26 It
is not possible to achieve a perfect alignment of the subject’s
brain to the common space, which is a requirement for voxel-
wise comparison of anatomically different subjects. Smooth-
ing, which is done to reduce residual errors in alignment, can
affect the results of VBM analysis, and apparent group differ-
ences can appear and disappear with different smoothing ex-
tents.34 These limitations of SPM voxel-based analysis could
partly explain the variability in the reported results of DTI
SPM voxel-based analysis in patients with MR imaging epi-
lepsy. The concordance in diffusivity and EEG or stereo-EEG
varied from 20% to 50% and concordance in anisotropy var-
ied from 3% to 13%.20-22

We found that voxel-based analysis by using TBSS yielded
better results in localizing the epileptogenic zone compared
with previous reports by using VBM analysis. TBSS has several
advantages compared with VBM analysis. First, TBSS allows
more precise spatial comparability because the data are pro-
jected onto a common skeleton rather than requiring precise
voxel matching. Second, smoothing is not required in TBSS,
thereby reducing partial volume effects and cross-contamina-
tion of different tissues. Focke et al35 evaluated patients with
mesial TLE and found that TBSS was more sensitive than SPM
and demonstrated more widespread FA and MD abnormali-
ties both in the ipsilateral and contralateral temporal and ex-
tratemporal white matter.

Additional factors, other than DTI analysis, could account
for the higher concordance of DTI changes with the epilepto-
genic zone in our study. The patient population in our study
was different from those reported by Thivard et al20 and Rugg-
Gunn et al.21 Our patients included children 6 –18 years of age
with a shorter duration of epilepsy (mean, 7.4 years) and ear-
lier seizure onset (mean, 4.9 years) compared with those re-
ported by Thivard et al20 (18 – 44 years of age; mean duration
of epilepsy, 19.3 years; mean age of seizure onset, 11.8 years)
and Rugg-Gunn et al21 (20 –53 years of age; mean duration of
epilepsy, 21.5 years). The developing white matter in children
may be more vulnerable to focal seizure-induced changes,
hence a higher concordance between DTI changes and the
epileptogenic zone.

Another difference was the seizure type. Most of our pa-
tients had FLE, only 2 had TLE, and 1 had frontotemporal
epilepsy. Of the 2 patients with TLE in our study, 1 had DTI
changes that localized to the temporal lobe and the other did
not. TLE accounted for 6/14 patients in the study by Thivard et
al20 and 9/30 patients in the study by Rugg-Gunn et al.21 Thi-
vard et al20 found that most TLE cases did not have diffusion
abnormalities or that the abnormalities were unrelated to the
stereoelectroencephalographic data. The reason for improved
seizure localization of extra-TLE by using DTI was not entirely
clear but has been attributed to different epileptic networks in
extra-TLE compared with TLE.20 The greater amount of FLE
in our cohort could have contributed to the higher concor-
dance of DTI changes with the epileptogenic zone. The im-
provement in seizure localization in extra-TLE with DTI is
particularly advantageous in children because there is a higher
incidence of extra-TLE.36 The capability of DTI to localize the
epileptogenic zone in suspected FLE is helpful because seizure

lateralization can be difficult clinically and on EEG due to the
rapid spread of seizure focus in FLE.37,38

Of the 5 DTI indices, MD demonstrated greater lobar con-
cordance and also greater overlap in all 3 x-, y-, and z-axes with
the MEG dipole cluster in patients with MR imaging localiza-
tion-related epilepsy, similar to the findings in previous stud-
ies in adults.20-22 We have found DTI abnormalities occurring
both within and also beyond the epileptogenic zone, similar to
findings in previous studies.20-22 The significance of the DTI
changes beyond the epileptogenic zone, including the con-
tralateral hemisphere, remains to be elucidated. It is possible
that some of these changes are related to the epileptogenic
network, which is more extensive than the epileptogenic zone.
Different DTI indices did not co-localize to the same region.
The possible reasons for this could include underlying neuro-
biologic injury that is more widespread than the epileptogenic
zone, which could have affected different regions of the brain,
or possibly selective vulnerability of different components of
the white matter to antiepileptic medications.

There are several limitations of our study. We have in-
cluded subjects with a wide age range, from 5 to 18 years of age.
DTI indices are known to change with white matter matura-
tion.39,40 We have excluded younger children because eleva-
tion in FA and reduction in ADC to adult values were found to
be most pronounced in the first 2 years of life.40 We also have
age-matched the control group to patients to reduce differ-
ences between the 2 groups. Differences in age also introduce
variability in head size, and the requirement to normalize the
brain to a common space may reduce the accuracy of such
analysis. Further technical developments that do not require
normalization of the brain to a common space are required to
improve the accuracy of DTI detection of white matter abnor-
malities. We have used the MEG dipole cluster to define the
epileptogenic zone rather than the subdural grid because not
all patients undergo invasive monitoring. In those who under-
went invasive monitoring, the MEG dipole cluster localization
of the epileptogenic zone was in agreement with invasive mon-
itoring findings. Despite this finding, those with MR imaging-
visible FCD were more likely to achieve seizure freedom com-
pared with those with MR imaging epilepsy. Poorer seizure
outcomes in those with MR imaging epilepsy have been attrib-
uted to multifocal epileptogenic areas, an extensive epilepto-
genic area that was not adequately defined before surgery, or
incomplete resection.41

Conclusions
DTI with TBSS may identify white matter changes in children
with both MR imaging-visible FCD and MR imaging-negative
localization-related epilepsy, which were concordant with the
epileptogenic zone in more than half the patients. Lobar con-
cordance was not significantly different between those with
MR imaging-visible FCD and MR imaging-negative localiza-
tion-related epilepsy. Our results by using DTI TBSS to iden-
tify the epileptogenic zone in children with intractable epilepsy
are encouraging. However, further technical developments in
DTI analysis are required to improve detection of the epilepto-
genic zone.
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